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The corrected crystal field matrix elements are 
tabulated in an accompanying erratum.7 The corrected 
matrices formed, when diagonalized without spin-orbit 
interaction give eigenvalues identical to those of the 
Tanabe-Sugano matrices8 except for degeneracy. 

The errors in the spin-orbit elements are all systematic 
and are caused by a failure to recognize that no spin
orbit interaction can exist between linearly independent 
terms of the same classification. Clearly, this would split 
the degeneracy of a J state even in the absence of a 
crystal field, contrary to the S·L coupling scheme. If 
spin-orbit elements between the pairs of states listed in 
the erratum9 are deleted, the spin-orbit part is correct. 
This was confirmed by direct diagonalization of the 
spin-orbit part (i.e., crystal field set equal to zero) and 
comparison of the eigenvalues with the eigenvalues of 
d4 in a simple jj coupling scheme. They are of course 
identical except for degeneracy in the absence of 
electronic repulsion terms. 

It should be noted that when using these matrices to 
assign spectra, the electronic repulsion integrals, corre
sponding to the free-ion energies, must be added in the 
correct way as outlined previously. 1 This may be 
checked against the strong field spin orbit matrices9 

for consistency. 
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It has been pointed out to us l that the list of matrix 
elements published by us contain some errors. These 
errors occur in Tables IV and V and include some 
errors of both the crystal-field and spin-orbit elements. 

Crystal-Field Elements: 

r 4 Original Corrected 

34H4 34Pl - 4(770) lf2i/lOs 4(770)l/2i/10S 
34HS 34F4 - (lOS) 1/2/14 - (lOs)I/2i/14 
3Ga 3G3 -33/14 -39/14 
3Da aDa 22/21 -22/21 

rs 
34Ga 34F2 -lli/22 -11i/21 

Spin-Orbit Elements: 

All off-Diagonal elements between primed and un
primed irreducible representations should be zero, i.e., 

34Hs/34Hs'=.34Hs/a4Gs'-==34Hs' /14GS= 34GS/\G/=.O (all r 4) 

and 

34H6 /34H6'=.34HdI4/6'=.34H6 '/14/6 =06 (all rs). 
We are indebted to Dr. Krausz for pointing out 

these errors. 
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